He's Judge and Jury, Dictator and Director. "King Cesar" will tell you how much tribute money he wants from you and when he wants it — if you let him!! The only way farmworkers can let Cesar put them under his thumb is to vote for the UFW in upcoming elections. Don't be put on trial by this frustrated little dictator!! Don't fall for his wild-eyed promises. All he wants is your money for his secret empire and your bodies to follow him on his marches up and down California. Power is his game and that's what he needs to keep his revolution going. If you want to support your family instead of Cesar, then pick a real trade union able to represent your interests with your employer — the Teamsters!! Don't let "King Cesar" make a slave out of you and a joke out of California's new farm labor law.

Give Yourself a Raise Right Now! Vote TEAMSTERS!